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ABSTRACT

Due to the liberalisation of the European Market for electrical
power nuclear power plants are progressively subjected to high
pressure in respect of reducing the overall costs including for
maintenance actions. This concerns also the maintenance of
active components as pumps or valves.

Siemens Nuclear Power (SNP) has developed a concept for the
transition to an integrated condition based maintenance
especially for pumps which shall be presented below.

It is proposed to make up future decisions on maintenance of
pumps only depending on condition data of the component.

The concept must be supported by modern monitoring systems,
which shall be installed at pumps whbh are relevant for the
safety and availability of the plants.

The main technical features of the SNP monitoring system
DIROM are presented in detail as an example. First results of
acquiring condition related data of a nuclear feed water pump are
reported too.
The new maintenance concept promises attractive cost benefits
in comparison to a former preventive maintenance concept.
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PART 1 - INTRODUCTION
Facing the progressively more stringent international competition
and pressure on production costs of electricity in nuclear and
fossil power plants all utilities are strongly forced to reduce their
maintenance costs especially for active components.
This necessity encourages among others new strategic
reflections in the field of cost-optimized maintenance processes
for pumps in nuclear power plants.
So Siemens Nuclear Power (SNP) has developed a modern
concept of a condition based maintenance for pumps, electrical
drives and other rotating machines in the last two years.
It is a supreme objective of this concept to extend the operation
period of pumps which are safety-related or of major importance
for the availability of the plant, based on a supervision of
relevant pump condition data.

In future the decision on a maintenance action shall be mainly
derived from the condition of relevant functional items of a
pump.Therefore it will be useful to install a tailored pump
monitoring system (e.g. DIROM of SNP ) which is capable of
recording and analyzing relevant operational data, such as
vibrations, temperatures, and other process data. DIROM
acquires and processes data, performs analyses, and reduces
data to trending and diagnosis. A visual presentation provides
easy understanding and quick overlook.
Thus reliable information on imminent or developing machine
faults or damages is delivered. This reduces the risk of a break-
down and allows appropriate planing and scheduling of
maintenance activities. Unscheduled outages and downtime of
the system or of the plant can be so avoided.
The paper describes the concept and technical background of an
integrated condition based maintenance of pumps. Examples and
results of monitoring a safety-related pump are presented too.

PART 2 - BASIC OBJECTIVES OF PUMPS MAINTENANCE

The correct function and operability of pumps can be endangered
in the course of their operational lifetime. Therefore the main
objective of a pump maintenance action, e.g. according to
DIN 3105, is to keep the pump's output and the condition of its
relevant items within the specified limits.
Any backfitting action shall be done after evaluating, checking
and comparing the actual condition with defined limit values in
the frame of a scheduled plant outage.
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Figure 2-1 EXAMPLES OF MEASURES AND ACTIONS
OF PUMP MAINTENANCE

PART 3 - CONCEPTS OF PUMP MAINTENANCE

Depending on the relevance of the individual pumps in respect to
safety aspects or plant availability requirements, different
maintenance schemes have been developed for nuclear power
plants. These strategies can be executed in a unique or in a mixed
manner.

FIGURE 3-1 MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
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Figure 2-1 shows some essential elements and actions of such a
typical pump maintenance.

Figure 3-1 shows the main strategies of maintenance as a break-
down or a preventive strategy, which leads to condition based or
periodical maintenance actions. A pure break- down strategy
would mean, that a pump would be only revised, repaired or
exchanged in case of a severe failure. This can be only afforded
in case of non-safety related pumps, when the impacts on the
plant's availability can be avoided by taking benefit of existing
redundancies or spare units on stock. In the frame of a condition
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based maintenance concept any corrective repair actions are
derived from the actual condition of the relevant parts of the
pump.
Periodical maintenance needs a wide background of profound
pump know-how and operational experience on typical running
times or failure schemes to safely overcome an operation period
until the next scheduled revision cycle of the plant. Very often
this concept enforces relatively short-term revision cycles to
avoid the danger of an unscheduled shutdown of the plant and
sometimes lengthy discussions with authorities in case of a
defect in a safety related pump. This concept also very frequently
leads to an unnecessary exchange of costly spare parts, to
radiation exposure of the maintenance personnel etc.

By means of a determination diagram (see figure 3-2)

I Component under Consideration |

Functional Deficiency causes
Salary related Effects?
Effects In respect loAvellablllty?
Big Break DownCosts?
Consequential Damages ?
ncreased Dangerof Accloent7

FIGURE 3-2 CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF
MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

the criteria for the selection of the most suitable and cost-saving
maintenance concept can be checked and balanced in order to
achieve the most economical solution. The pump is to be
investigated in respect to its operating conditions and criteria. A
break-down maintenance may only be performed if all the
questions of the diagram can be answered with no. Additionally
the scope of service and inspection which is needed must be kept
rather small.

The selection of a condition based maintenance requires some
kind of monitoring system and in-depth experiences in judging
operational data and doing reliable extrapolation of the effects of
starting wear or of small defects until the next scheduled outage.
In the years 97/98 most of the German utilities were interrogated
by an independent university institute in respect to their
preferred maintenance concepts for pumps. The answers showed
up the following situation:

Shares of Maintenance Concepts:

11 % - condition based
32 % - combined cyclically preventive/condition based
21 % - cyclically preventive
36 % - break-down

Obviously a plant-specific mixture of maintenance concepts is
applied due to a well approved philosophy of course depending
on the local personnel staff and on the licensing conditions of
the individual plants.

PART 4 - CONCEPT OF A CONDITION BASED PUMP
MAINTENANCE

SNP has developed a modern concept of an integrated condition
based maintenance of pumps.

The main objective of the concept is to achieve a significant
reduction of maintenance costs by extending the pump running
time between two overhaul periods and by integrating the pump
revision into bigger service packages (e.g. in the fuel pit service).
Precondition of the concept is, that the present very high level of
safety, availability and operability of the pumps in a nuclear plant
is fully conserved.

The transition from a periodic to a condition based maintenance
can be more easily realized if no specific provisions or guidelines
of authorities enforce a pump maintenance at prefixed dates.
Otherwise negotiations with authorities have to be started and
brought to a reasonable end.

A decision on the necessity for a revision of a pump shall be only
derived from the evaluation of relevant condition data, which are
delivered by pump monitoring systems.

The concept of 2 recently developed and qualified pump specific
monitoring systems named DIROM (Diagnosis of rotating
machines) and DIPLUG (Diagnosis Plug) with comparable
technical features but different capacities is described below.
Mainly DIROM is taken as a reference example.

Such monitoring systems are a necessary and decisive support of
a condition based maintenance concept. In this article the design
and organizing features, technical backgrounds, and the
individual maintenance modules are presented.
According to the concept the decision on a maintenance action is
only derived from the evaluation and judging of condition related
operational data of a pump.

A principal difficulty of a reliable pump monitoring system is
based in an unequivocal evaluation of the pump's condition
without dismantling the machine and in the necessary know-how
for a reliable assessment of the data acquired. The relevant pump
items must be therefore equipped with sensors for an online - or
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offline-measurement. In order to keep the effort for additional
sensor lines small an offline-instrumentation and local data
acquisition should be preferred.

Major modules of a condition oriented maintenance are listed in
figure 4-1.
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FIGURE 4-1 MODULES OF A CONDITION BAS ED
MAINTENANCE

The advantages and benefits for the customer are e.g.

1. Increase of the Plant's Safety
- By early detection of failures and alarming in time

2. Increase of the Plant's availability
- By reduction of the number of maintenance operations
- By reduction of failure risks and supervising of trends
- By taking benefit of redundancies and of scheduled pump

revisions

3 . Reduction of Maintenance costs
- By early recognizing of failures and planning of

countermeasures in time
- By periodic supervision of wear and tear at functional items

4. Increase of Running time of the Plant
- By systematic detection and removal of specific failure

modes in pumps and connected systems

PART 5 - MONITORING SYSTEM OF PUMPS

5.1 GENERAL OBJECTIVES

For reducing the costs of maintaining rotation machinery such as
pumps, fans, etc. safety-relevant information on the condition of
the components are needed. These can be provided by using
specific pump monitoring systems as DIROM or DIPLUG of SNP,
which are designed and qualified as diagnostic systems. Both
systems have got the same functional features but with a
different number of available measuring sensors. (DIROM 32,
DIPLUG 6 static/dynamic channels). Fundamental process data
as pressures, temperatures, delivery heads, and flow rates have
to be evaluated as well as vibrations of shafts, bearings, gland-
seals, and of casings.

The monitoring systems shall acquire the measured values by
small-size sensors, process the incoming data, perform timely
analyses, diagnosis and trending. A visual presentation of the
values for analysis shall be delivered too.

In the following the main technical features are described for
DIROM as a reference system.

The application of a monitoring system shall reduce the risk for a
failure to an acceptable residual risk that cannot be completely
ruled out. Based on deep pump know-how statements shall be
made in respect to the residual service life of components.
Unscheduled outages and downtimes and all consequential
incidents shall be avoided, for erample by timely switching over
to standby components.

Thus it shall be made possible to extend the inspection and
maintenance intervals for pumps, fans etc. and reduce the
maintenance frequencies.

5.2 CONCEPT OF DIROM

Originally DIROM has been conceived generally for the
measurement, analysis and presentation of vibrations,
temperatures and process data in nuclear plants. It can however
be used for all rotating machinery in other areas and plants, too.

DIROM is an innovative investment and offers the latest state of
the art for the acquisition of condition data. It uses modern,
proven and appropriate sensor technology together with signal
conversion modules and sophisticated software to visualize
parameters and to perform trending. The well approved integral
vibration monitoring module VITA forms the heart of the system.
It has demonstrated its capabilities as an important part of
DIROM and has already been used in many instances in various
KWU nuclear power plants for special vibration investigations.

When using DIROM a certain degree of customizing is required
to provide the best concept from both the technical and
economical viewpoint.
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Using DIROM within nuclear power plants is a particularly
attractive option owing to SNP's component expertise. SNP
specialist have got knowledge of plans and systems and
considerable expertise is the result of construction projects for
nuclear power plants and many years of technical support and
service activities for operating plants.

The following describes the main features of DIROM and its
potential.

5.2.1 DIROM as a Stand-alone Solution

DIROM captures data and variables of the entire component, e.g.
the pump with motor and, where applicable, also of auxiliary
equipment, and analyzes and diagnoses the input data to
generate a trend

Vopumpe Motor Getriebe Speisepumpe

Figure 5-1 DIROM as a Stand-alone System for a Feedwater
Pump

The measured values are processed using the VITA - Vibration
Trend Analyzer - module developed by SNP which is also
integrated in other monitoring systems such as the SUS'95
vibration monitoring system.

It is possible to provide compact customized systems as stand-
alone solutions for individual applications, while still providing
options for supplemental additions. DIROM as a stand-alone
solution is a small system incorporating a big know-how.An
alternative would be the use of DIPLUG.

5.2.2 DIROM FOR MULTIPLE COMPONENTS

Several pumps arranged adjacently in the same building can be

In total 32 dynamic and d
signals can be recorded

served by a single VITA module in a multi-component array. A
VITA module has got 32 input ports which can be distributed
amongst up to four pumps.

Figure 5-2 DIROM, in a Multi-Component Array, e.g. for
Emergency Cooling Pump, Closed Cooling Water
System Pump and Safety Injection Pump

5.2.3 DIROM AS A COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATED
CONCEPT

If it is intendedto provide a comprehensive pump monitoring
system, it is recommended, that the system uses common, central
software and links the data of the individual machinery to this
software. Existing interfaces for example allow the integration of
several DIROM systems to establish a comprehensive integrated
system

m—6 — A UQ Main feed watar pump

Figure 5-3 DIROM as comprehensive integrated concept
using DIGEST

5.3 DAMAGE DETECTION

DIROM detects the onset of damage in rotating machinery and
documents the progress of the damage.

The following list contains same examples of observation which,
in the course of evaluation of condition data, could be analyzed
more carefully if required and which would then form the basis of
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more intensive diagnosis and trending.

Shaft/Rotor
• Rotor unbalance

Run-out behaviour
Shaft bow through external forces acting on the shaft
Misalignment
Bearing clearance
Wear at mechanical seal
Initial cracking in shaft
Hydraulic influences, blade passing frequencies
Cavitation
Resonance
System influences
- Pulsation
- Transient operating conditions

Roller Bearings
• Rolling element fault
• Cage fault
• Insufficient or lack of lubrication
• Oil temperature

Couplings
• Coupling offset
• Alignment faults
• Tightening faults (loose bolts, damaged rubber elements)

Motor
• Motor bearing
• Insulation
• Fluctuations in the power supply
• Winding temperature
• Overload

Foundations influences
• Loose anchoring
• Stresses/forces arising through connection to foundations
• Alignment

Gears
• Bearing damage
• Gearwheel damage
• Shaft misalignment
• Lack of lubrication

5.4 DATA DISPLAY
Two graphic tools are available for displaying the measured data:
Standard graphics and free graphics. Output in tabular form is
also possible.

STANDARD GRAPHICS
The standard graphics provide numerous images on a standard
and permanent basis. These can be called up from the main menu
of the analysis computer without any further configuration being
required. The decision which images should be included in the
standard graphics can be tailored to plant requirements. The
system offers e.g. the following options:

• Signal diagram

• Bar chart
• Vector diagram

• Trend diagram
• Waterfall plot

(overview with red/amber/
green signal function)
(displays general current values)
(displays specific values with
amount and phase)
(development of values over time)
(special 3D display of spectra as a
function of a parameter, e.g. time
or speed)

• Spectra and selected
vectors

• Time functions and
orbit

• Free graphics

Figure 5-4 Data Acquisition and Evaluation Unit of DI ROM
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Figure 5-5 Condition Data of a Feedwater Pump

PART 6 - REALIZATION OF AN INTEGRATED, CONDITION
BASES MAINTENANCE OF PUMPS

As a consequence of the liberalisation of the European Market
for electricity, the utilities are subjected to high cost pressure
which already enforces a reduction of the staff (in Germany partly
by 30 to 50 %). It acts as a driver for the introduction of condition
based maintenance. According to experience the transition of a
plant -specific maintenance scheme to condition based
maintenance can be only performed step by step. A significant
step on the way to a cost reduction is the extension of operation
periods for the pumps with a subsequent reduction of costs for
pump revisions and for spare parts. However, this concept
should be technically supported by the use of efficie nt
monitoring systems. If desired by the plant operator continuous
monitoring service can be provided also by SNP experts. SNP is
enabled by its extended component and profound system know-
how as well as by wide-range experiences in the field of analysis,
monitoring, and diagnosis to assist the customer in defining limit
values for operational data and reliably judging the evaluated
results of measurements.

Up to now most of the German utilities had the strategy, to
prepare and control the pump revisions during the plant outage
by their own staff and to place orders for numerous small service
packages at pump manufacturers or specific maintenance
companies. Up to now this concept has been economically and
technically successful, but it provides many interfaces and thus
requires comparatively high efforts for co-ordination.

Therefore there is sufficient potential to cut down the overall
costs for pump maintenance significantly in the future.
Precondition is to reintegrate the presently split maintenance
activities in an integrated maintenance concept. For example the
activities of smaller pump suppliers shall be bundled and co-
ordinated to achieve the desired cost benefit. Especially in
German plants it is e.g. well imaginable to integrate the
maintenance of pumps and valves within the fuel pit service.

Cost savings up to 30 % may be then envisaged. Due to
experiences smaller service firms cannot afford the necessary
effort for planning and co-ordination of such maintenance
concepts.

At the other side it seems to be mandatory for SNP as a possible
co-ordinator to conserve the engineering responsibility for the
operability of the pumps. It is also mandatory to keep the design
and engineering competence of smaller pump firms alive. This
shall by mainly achieved by an organised and well-working back-
information system. The procurement of spare parts and technical
design optimisations shall always remain the job of the original
pump supplier.

SNP is willing to offer contributions on the way to an optimised,
cost-saving condition based maintenance. We can support our
customers by strategic consulting, supply of monitoring systems,
planing of outages, performance of process analyses and of
maintenance activities. Well experienced industrial partners will
be engaged as subcontractors. Close cooperation with the
customers staff on site is also a major precondition for every
success. Functional guarantees as well as warranties are to be
taken over.

Based on positive operational experiences and inspection results
it is also possible for safety-related pumps to extend iteratively
the time intervals between the pump revisions. Discussions and
agreements with customers, pump manufacturers, inspection
agencies (e.g. TUV) and authorities might by necessary.
For pumps, relevant for the safety or availability of a plant, the
reliable function must be secured despite of the transition to
extended operational periods without maintenance (e.g. from 4 to
8 years).

The pump monitoring sytems DIROM and DIPLUG offer a
significant, long-term contribution for assuring the functional
reliability of pumps in combination with a condition based
maintenance.
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